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RESEARCH HONORS AND AWARDS

Academy of Management Best Paper Proceedings:
(Among the top 5% of over 4,000 papers submitted to the conference each year.)

1. Kathuria, R., Competitive Priorities as Trade-Offs or Mutually Supportive: Can We Call the Question Yet?, Sixty-fifth Academy of Management Meeting held in Honolulu, HI, 2005.
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Academy of Management Best Paper Award in Operations Management Division
Kathuria, R., Competitive Priorities as Trade-Offs or Mutually Supportive: Can We Call the Question Yet?, Sixty-fifth Academy of Management Meeting held in Honolulu, HI, 2005.

Best Application of Theory Paper Award

Best Conference Paper Awards


Wickham Skinner Award for Early Career Research Accomplishments
One of the four finalists for the 2001 Wickham Skinner Award for Early Career Research Accomplishments, hosted by the Production and Operations Management Society.

Faculty Merit Award
St. Joseph’s University Faculty Merit Award for Outstanding Research, 1997-1998.
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